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The spaces in which we live, work and go about our business on a daily basis
have a powerful influence on our lives.
We invite you to discover the offices at Encore, an exclusive commercial
development from CostaFox Developments. Set behind a heritage-listed
façade in the highly sought-after suburb of Cremorne, Encore offers
exceptionally designed offices for businesses that applaud innovation.
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10 Principal Points

Brought to you by CostaFox, Encore features architecture from
Fieldwork and interiors by Mim Design.
Encore’s distinctive glass-pleated façade crowns a carefully
restored heritage-listed warehouse, preserving the character of
Cremorne’s storied streets and lanes. With only 20 artfully appointed
strata offices available, this is a rare opportunity to secure an
outstanding space, in a magnificent building.
Comprising seven strata levels, a rooftop terrace, with premium
end-of-trip facilities and plans for a hospitality offering at ground, the
offices at Encore represent the way forward for workplace design.
Ranging from 115m2 to 792m2, each office space features flexible
floorplates, premium finishes, an abundance of natural light and
large, operable windows.
Considered inside-and-out, Encore will set a new standard for
boutique commercial development.

01.		Only 20 artfully appointed strata office spaces
02.		Thoughtful design achieving best practice sustainability outcomes
03.		Flexible floorplates to allow individual layouts
04.		Natural ventilation to all offices and generous 3.5m ceiling heights
05.		Premium end-of-trip facilities
06.		Commercial concierge services and building management services
07.		Secure basement car park with charging stations and bicycle storage
08.		Communal outdoor rooftop terrace with landscape design by Openwork
09.		Retail tenancy and premium hospitality venue on ground level
10.		Grand heritage-listed façade in a highly coveted suburb
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ABOUT ENCORE

At Ground

The Concierge/Building Manager

End-of-Trip Facilities

Upon arrival, Encore’s lobby impresses with
its uncompromising palette of stone, glass
and tile. Plans for an exclusive hospitality
venue offers a convenient place to meet for
breakfast, lunch or coffee, while premium
end-of-trip facilities encourage occupants to
walk, ride and catch public transport to work.
From Gordon Street, Encore’s meticulously
restored heritage-listed façade speaks to
the character and historic significance of the
Cremorne area.

The concierge and building management
services provide assistance and relief for
the time-poor, with the capacity to complete
tasks that traditionally may be reserved for
an office manager. Encore’s concierge and
building management are employed to ease
the day-to-day stress of performing at an
executive level.

Encouraging health and wellbeing, Encore’s
premium end-of-trip facilities provide secure
bicycle storage, change rooms, showers and
lockers. A thoughtful and timely response
to the significant increase of Melburnians
cycling or walking to work, Encore’s endof-trip facilities are discreetly located in the
basement. For those who wish to exercise
during their lunch break or freshen up
before dinner, they provide an ideal place to
reinvigorate and rejuvenate.

Rooftop

Tailoring

Investment

The crowning glory of the building, Encore’s
rooftop terrace provides impressive views
of Melbourne’s skyline and the parklands
that stretch along the banks of the Yarra
River. Designed by Openwork, the rooftop
features luscious greenery enveloping a
series of landscaped meeting and function
areas, creating a penthouse atmosphere.
A versatile space, the rooftop terrace is the
quintessential expression of Melbourne,
both day and night.

Workable as of day one, Encore’s flexible
floorplates allow businesses to move into
prêt-à-porter offices or consult with interior
design practice Mim Design to help shape,
design and create a highly efficient interior
to suit their specific organisational needs.
Designed to cater and adapt for changes in
working styles and organisational formats,
Encore’s flexible floorplates accommodate
future growth and change for a diverse range
of businesses and industries.

Destined to be an icon in Cremorne, Encore
presents a rare opportunity to secure a strata
investment in Australiaʼs second tightest
office market. With recorded vacancy rates of
under 4%, Encore ensures minimal vacancy
risk for investors. Presenting as a compelling
investment with notable rental yields, Encore
entitles investors to substantial depreciation
benefits.
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Encore, Gordon Street
Artist’s Impression
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Encore, Level Six Interior
Artist’s Impression
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Encore, Rooftop Terrace
Artist’s Impression
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flexible floorplates

Environmentally conscious, Encore offers significant cost benefits for office
owners by improving operational efficiency through large operable windows
and an abundance of natural light entering each space. Flexible floorplates
provide occupants with ongoing scope to reconfigure their spaces as
their needs change and evolve, while purposeful design makes Encore
a trailblazing addition to Melbourne’s urban landscape.

Encore’s sustainable design offers flexible 360 degree floorplates ranging
from 115m2 to 792m2. Characterised by movement and flow, the flexible
floorplates accommodate the changing technological and spatial needs of
modern workplaces. Occupants have the option to acquire adjoining spaces
to create larger offices, or an entire floor for people and teams to connect.
Principal Interior Points

Principal Sustainable Points

01.		Large, operable windows to enable natural light and cross-floor ventilation
02.		Premium end-of-trip facilities
03.		23 kilowatt high-efficiency solar array
04.		Water-efficient technologies and low-flow plumbing fixtures
03.		Energy-efficient systems and ambient air quality monitoring
05.		Communal electric bike and electric vehicle recharging stations
06.		Restoration of the original heritage-listed façade, preserving Cremone’s
industrial history and identity

01.		Beautifully designed and immaculately finished offices are occupiable
and workable from the day Encore opens its doors
02.		Premium interiors by award-winning interior design studio Mim Design
03.		Buyers can consult with Mim Design to transform and furnish their spaces
04.		Spaces allow for a mix of small, medium and large business types
05.		Flexible floorplates allow office spaces to be combined, accommodating
any business requirements

SUSTAINABLE
PAST & PRESENT

FLEXIBLE
FLOORPLATES
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flexible floorplates

Basement

Encore’s state-of-the-art basement features
parking and electric car infrastructure as well
as bike storage for occupants. The sufficient
storage removes the stresses of commuting
in to work, as well as any traffic congestion,
allowing Encore to present beautifully on
Gordon Street.
Each Encore office comes with a secure
car space on title with some offices having
multiple spaces.

Klaus-Semi Automated Parking System

Bike Storage

Bike Storage

Bike Storage

walnut street

Bike Storage

gordon street
BASEMENT

Car Spaces

46

Basement

BASEMENT
14

0M

Located beneath ground, Encore’s basement
parking provides semi-automatic parking and
integrated parking assistance. With up to 3
stacked parking levels where vehicles can be
shifted horizontally and vertically, it provides
a quick and secure solution for owners and
occupants to park their cars. Electric vehicle
recharging stations and bike storage cater to
‘greener’ modes of transportation.

5M

Indicative Plans & Test Fit.
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flexible floorplates

Ground Floor

Set apart by its striking and unmistakable
sense of grandeur, Encore’s ground floor
seamlessly incorporates the heritage-listed
façade of a historic Melbourne warehouse.
Above the red brick frontage, the building’s
glass-pleated design evokes the shimmering
folds of a stage curtain, referencing Encore’s
potential for commercial performance.
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Hospitality

GROUND FLOOR
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0M

With a high-end food-and-beverage offering
in the building, Encore will have a convenient
and notable destination to meet for coffee,
breakfast, lunch or to host business meetings.
With premium finishes throughout the space
and public transport moments away, it sets
the scene for informal business meetings.

5M

Indicative Plans & Test Fit.
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flexible floorplates

Terraces

Poised above the heritage-listed industrial
brick façade of the building, Level One offers
flexible floorplates of up to 703m2 and ceilings
higher than the industry average. Flowing
out onto private terraces overlooking Gordon
Street, these offices blend both indoor and
outdoor spaces, providing an abundance of
settings for meetings and office functions.

Accessible only to occupants, Level One offices
boasts spacious private terraces, opening up
new possibilities for work and entertainment.
Complementing the open space design and
enhancing natural ventilation, these terraces
enable offices to expand their space and offer
staff a space not many other businesses have.

walnut street

Level One

gordon street
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Customisation

LEVEL ONE
18

0M

Encore’s flexible floorplates and wonderfullyappointed interiors encourage businesses to
foster a culture of collaboration, teamwork
and inclusiveness. Highly adaptable and easily
modified, the offices invite occupants to think
laterally about space and place, and embrace
the opportunity for transformation.

5M

Indicative Plans & Test Fit.
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flexible floorplates

Level Two

walnut street

Featuring generous ceiling heights and large
adaptable floorplates, Level Two offers the
ultimate in flexible and modern office spaces
for forward-thinking businesses. Flooded by
natural light, office spaces can be configured
and re-configured to suit the evolving needs
of growing businesses.
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Customisation

LEVEL TWO
20
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Flexible floorplates support the ever evolving
requirements of contemporary workplaces,
enabling spaces to be tailored to suit specific
business needs – but are also fitted out for
immediate tenancy.

5M

Indicative Plans & Test Fit.
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flexible floorplates

Level Three

walnut street

With sophisticated interiors by Mim Design
and copious amounts of natural light, Level
Three offers large, adaptable floorplates of
up to 792m2 and expansive city views. Ideally
positioned in the epicentre of Cremorne’s
business district, Encore’s open-plan office
supports the changing requirements of
modern businesses.
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Customisation

LEVEL THREE
22

0M

Inherently flexible, Encore’s open-plan office
design can be customised to suit specific
business needs but are also equipped to be
occupied from day one. Occupants can also
consult individually with Mim Design — the
team behind the building’s elegant interiors —
to develop a tailored working environment.

5M

Indicative Plans & Test Fit.
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flexible floorplates

Level Four

walnut street

Encore’s large, adaptable floorplates and
environmentally-friendly infrastructure set the
stage for highly flexible and efficient team
environments. Bright and airy, Level Four is
defined by its sense of space, with one strata
office expanded by a large pocket terrace
that effortlessly blends the indoor and
outdoor world.
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Vista

LEVEL FOUR
24

0M

Presiding over Cremorne, the offices of Level
Four offer sweeping vistas across Melbourne.
With a private pocket terrace adjoining office
4.03 creates a calming connection to the
outside world.

5M

Indicative Plans & Test Fit.
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flexible floorplates

Level Five

walnut street

Level Five of Encore is cleverly designed to
be easily customisable. Elevated, elegant and
uncluttered, Level Five offers expansive city
views and stylish yet practical office interiors
by Mim Design.
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Customisation

LEVEL FIVE
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Encore’s adaptable and durable office spaces
allow for uniquely designed offices ranging
from 115m2 to 763m2. Large, flexible floorplates
support businesses who have outgrown their
current office, suite or co-working spaces and
are seeking to create their own identity.

5M

Indicative Plans & Test Fit.
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flexible floorplates

Level Six

walnut street

Penthouse sized offices invite businesses to
enjoy views of Melbourneʼs skyline and the
Yarra River. Sophisticated interiors by Mim
Design along with customisable floorplates
allows for spacious top floor offices to be
shaped around your business and team.
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Terraces

LEVEL SIX
28

0M

The private terraces on Level Six invite
businesses to re-define new ways of working,
collaborating, and connecting. Panoramic
views across the city skyline and to the east
invite moments of peaceful contemplation or
an impressive backdrop for work, meetings
and office functions.

5M

Indicative Plans & Test Fit.
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flexible floorplates

Vistas

Encore boasts a vast, communal rooftop with
stunning 360 degree views of Melbourne’s
CBD, Richmond, South Yarra and surrounds.
Designed for versatile use by all occupants
of Encore, it provides a sprawling open-air
space for meetings, presentations, teambuilding exercises and a space to entertain.
Providing panoramic possibilities by day and
by night, the rooftop deck is the crown jewel
in Encore’s elevated design.

The crowning glory of Encore's seven storey
design is the carefully curated and thoughtfully
crafted rooftop terrace offering an impressive
and stunning outlook over Cremorne and into
Melbourne’s CBD.
Sweeping views across the city offer a sense
of its scale and scope from your own private
vantage point at Gordon Street, Cremorne.

walnut street

Level Seven

gordon street
TERRACE

Terrace Space

386m2

Landscaping

LEVEL ROOFTOP
30

0M

The ‘green’ design ethos of Encore extends up
to the rooftop terrace, where lush landscaping
by Openwork provides a luxuriant settings
for presentations, team functions and events.
With private spots to relax, think and unwind
as well as plenty of leafy spaces to connect,
the rooftop offers a rare inner-city oasis and a
change of scenery from the desk.

5M

Indicative Plans & Test Fit.
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Cremorne as a neighbourhood needs no introduction. In recent years, this
inner-eastern suburb has gone from strength to strength, transforming into a
major commercial hub.
Boasting easy access to the city, public transport, Melbourne sporting
precinct and freeway, Cremorne has seen unprecedented growth in recent
years, with technology firms and start-ups moving into this CBD alternative
for its culture, charm and accessibility.
For astute investors, Encore represents a rare opportunity to capitalise on
the impressive growth of this thriving city fringe suburb.

Vision without action is merely a dream — bringing Encore into reality
is the result of creative and conceptual collaboration between a leading
Melbourne-based team of designers. Designers with an astute and rare
ability to rationalise, define and present the built form and space in a manner
that makes you stop and appreciate the intangible like light, space and time.
Encore is not just another building, but a study of form, space and place to
create a new benchmark in commercial design and development.
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Established in 2016, CostaFox is a boutique
Melbourne-based developer founded by
managing director Michael Fox and chairman
Robert Costa of Costa Asset Management.
With a project portfolio in excess of $600
million, the business owns more than $80
million worth of residential and commercial
sites across New South Wales and Victoria.
CostaFox unites a team of highly respected
names in Australian property under one
cohesive and extraordinary vision.

Fieldwork sees architecture as a social
and civic practice. Founded in 2013, the
multidisciplinary architecture practice has
garnered a strong reputation for innovative
projects and outcomes across residential,
commercial, mixed-use developments and in
the education sector. Responsive, equitable
and environmentally conscious, Fieldwork’s
team of more than 25 practitioners deliver
modern, sustainable designs that are flexible
yet enduring.
Driven by a fundamental belief that the built
environment shapes the way we live, work
and perceive our lives, Fieldwork takes a
‘people-first’ approach to sustainable design
and understands the dynamic interaction
between work and play. Collaborative by
nature and inspired by the opportunity
to create buildings that blend practicality
and prestige, the team seeks to improve
Melbourne’s built environment with each
and every building design.

Mim Design is an award-winning Melbournebased design studio renowned for its creative
approach, high-end finishes and meticulous
attention to detail. Recognised nationally and
internationally, the studio has spent more
than 20 years curating a diverse portfolio that
spans high-end residential, commercial, retail
and hospitality developments.
Led by the pioneering vision of founder
and managing director Miriam Fanning, the
studio aims to enrich people’s lives through
purposeful and practical design. From
luxurious fit-outs for five-star hotels to
custom-designed office suites, Mim Design is
passionate about crafting functional interiors
that are sophisticated, refined and suited to a
wide range of uses.
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Exclusive Sales Agent

Page 4
Encore Axonometric Drawing
— Fieldwork

Page 8
Encore Level 6 Interior
Artist’s Impression

Page 6
Encore Gordon Street Façade
Artist’s Impression

Colliers International
Level 30, 367 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
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Encore Rooftop
Artist’s Impression
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Nuttelex Archive Image
Source: Unknown
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Encore Elevation
— Fieldwork
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Klaus Multiparking System, TrendVario 4300
Source: Klaus
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AU 79 Cafe
— Mim Design
Photography: Peter Clarke
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National Gallery of Victoria
— Openwork
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Mim Design Office
— Mim Design
Photography: Peter Clarke
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Landream Office, Breakout Area
— Mim Design
Photography: Peter Clarke
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Pask Office, Private Office
— Mim Design
Photography: Peter Clarke
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Pask Office, Boardroom
— Mim Design
Photography: Peter Clarke
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Case Meallin
— Mim Design
Photography: Peter Clarke
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Rooftop View

Ben Baines
0438 328 407

Raphael Favas
0435 916 380

Ted Dwyer
0411 312 165

Chris Ling
0419 294 346

© 2019 CostaFox Developments Pty Ltd
The information contained in this document is given for general information purposes only. The final dimensions of any commercial space sold will be determined by the contract of sale and
may differ from the depicted. All particulars herein whether by description or visual representation in photography or artist impression are for general information only, and do not constitute any
representation by the vendor or by its agents or representatives. Changes will undoubtedly be made during development, and the dimensions, fittings, finishes and specifications are therefore
subject to change. No warranty is given either expressly or implied, and all interested parties should not rely on the information contained herein and should make their own enquiries before
committing to any purchase.

IMAGERY & CREDITS

This document has been prepared by Colliers International & the Vendor for advertising and general information only. Colliers International & the Vendor do not guarantee, warrant or represent
that the information contained in this document is correct. Any interested party should undertake their own enquiries as to the accuracy of the information. Colliers International & the Vendor
exclude unequivocally all inferred or implied terms, conditions and warranties arising out of this document and excludes all liability for loss and damage arising therefrom.
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encorecremorne.com

